Exterior Transponder Mounting Instructions

1. Identify the front face of the E-Z Pass, it has a raised face. (See Fig- 1) Next identify the rear face of the E-Z Pass, it contains orientation arrows next to the mounting holes. The “E-Z Pass” label is present on the rear face as well.

2. The E-Z Pass must be fastened to the front license plate using the holes provided on the device. (See Fig- 2). To insure proper readings make sure the E-Z Pass is oriented right side up.

3. To ensure that your Bumper Mounted E-Z Pass works properly, please leave a MINIMUM of one car length between you and the vehicle ahead of you in the toll lane.

4. USE CAUTION not to strike the Bumper E-Z Pass. Cracking the case can result in internal damage and a failure to read, which WILL RESULT in a replacement charge of $10.00.

**Fig-1 Bumper Mounted E-Z Pass Front Face**

**Fig- 2 Proper Mounting of Bumper E-Z Pass**

**Incorrect Mounting Possible**

**PLEASE NOTE!**

The bumper mounted E-Z Pass is an alternative means of using the E-Z Pass system for those vehicles not compatible with the windshield mounted E-Z Pass. The license plate mounted transponder is not optimized for use on the Virginia Toll Road system (toll lane antennas are over the top of the plaza) and may respond more slowly on some vehicles.

**IMPORTANT NOTICE!**

Use the lower screw holes on your license plate when mounting the bumper mounted E-Z Pass to comply with Virginia State law. DO NOT cover the state name. If your transponder is not properly installed, you must re-install it or you will be subject to be summoned by police. If you have any questions please contact the E-Z Pass Virginia Customer Service Center at 1-877-762-7824.